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A loving son, brother and friend to many
I dedicate this project to my youngest son, Christopher, whose contributions to this world
in his short seventeen years certainly make my own pale in comparison. My son has taught
myself and those who have known him through the years the valuable lessons of friendship,
kindness and generosity. Chris was in his senior year of high school when he died from suicide,
by a firearm. His suicide shocked the community as well as our family. Chris' world was filled
with all the activities and love of being an active 17 year old on his way to college and a full
life. Christopher's greatest treasures were his friends and family which he cherished. Chris
loved being with people and people loved being with Chris. He was best known as a being a
loyal friend and always being there for others.
The Christopher Benz Memorial Youth Baseball Tournament was organized in 2007 and
is held each July with proceeds supporting education for families and youth on suicide
awareness. Farnily, friends and the community support ongoing efforts to reduce the incidence
of suicide of youth in our communities. Christopher also gave the gift of life with organ
donation and today there are four people in Minnesota and Wisconsin who have fulfilling lives
because of those life saving organs.
Christopher had an inherent capacity to influence and touch the lives of others around
him in wonderful ways. Today, his influence lives on through the miracle of organ donation,
efforts to increase awareness of teenage suicide through an annualbaseball tournament, andnow
the initiatives of promoting a new Child Access Prevention Law proposal.
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ABSTRACT





This is the time for nurses as individuals and collectively as a profession to reahze their
obligation to society in regards to the injury and death caused by firearms. Not one population or
single community is immune from gun violence in Arnerica; it is an epidemic that does not
discriminate. There are monumental implications for both nurses in practice and leadership to
make a difference when it comes to changing policy from a public health perspective to reduce
gun violence and save lives.
In this project, Margaret Newman's (1994) theory of Health as Expanding consciousness
is applied to the role of the nurse as leader related to the public's role in gun safefy and
legislation to protect the fundamental rights of children; their right to life. The project includes
the design of language to strengthen child access prevention (CAP) laws in Minnesota to address
the safe handling and storage of firearms in the home with children and adolescents, through
dialogue with key legislators and interested parties, ultimately, with an outcome to reduce
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Chapter I - Introduction
Gun violence touches every segment of our society. In the United States, gun
violence claims close to 30,000 lives each year, according to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (2001). In addition to those who are killed or injured, there are
countless others whose lives are forever changed by the deaths and injuries of their loved
ones. A gun in the home increases the probability of deaths in incidents of domestic
violence, raises the likelihood of fatalities by those who intend to injure others and
among those who attempt and die from suicide and places children and young people at
special risk. Miller, Azrael & Hemenway found in their research of case-control studies
that availabiliry of a gun in the home is associated with an increased risk of suicide
among adolescents and there is evidence of a strong link with the rate of unintentional
firearm deaths among all age groups (2002).ln a study of suicide attempters and
completers, investigators found thatTSoh of the guns were stored in the residence of the
victim, friend, or relative (Grossman, Mueller, Riedy, Dowd, Villaveces, & Prodzinski et
aI.,2005).
Researchers have found that millions of American children live in homes with
easily accessible guns. 35% of the homes with children in the United States, representing
more than 1 1 million homes with more than 22 mlllion children younger than eighteen
years, have firearms (Schuster, Todd, Bastian, Sor, & Halfon, 2000). Many firearms are
stored in a manner that increases the chances of a young person having access to a gun
and discharging it. More than 4.7 million homes with more than 8.3 million children store
firearms unlocked, including about 946,000 homes with firearms unlocked and loaded
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and about 425,000 homes with firearms unlocked, unloaded, and with ammunition
(Shuster et a1.,2000). Furthermore, the home is the primary place from which young
people obtain firearms that are used in unintentional and violent injuries, as well as a
primary setting in which pediatric firearm injuries, especially suicides, take place
(Johnson, Miller, Vriniotis, Azrel, & Hemenway, 2006).
Mass shootings like the 1999 Columbine High School massacre in Colorado
receive significant media attention; however, unintentional deaths and suicides occur
quietly without national press coverage on a daily basis throughout the country and in the
communities in which we live. At the same time families, friends and countless others
whose lives are forever changed by the deaths and injuries of their loved ones look to the
public policy arena for changes in legislation and creation of gun laws in our state that
will provide safe storage of weapons in our homes.
The statistics are clear. Firearms and children pose a public health risk. The
Center for Disease Control (CDC) has summarrzed the following facts about firearms.
. Firearm injuries are the second leading cause of injury-related deaths
nationwide, surpassed only by motor vehicle injuries.
. Children and young people under the age of twenty five constifuted over 40%
of all fireann deaths in 2001.
. Children and young people under the age of twenty five also constituted over






Guns cause the death of nineteen young people (those twenty four years of
age and under) each day in the U.S.
White males, about 40% of the U.S. population, accounted for eighty percent
of firearm suicides in 200 L
Once all the direct and indirect medical, legal and societal costs are factored
together, the annual cost of gun violence in America amounts to $ 100 billion.
(2008, p.9l)
Background
Several firearm policies are intended to limit the access that underage youth have
to ftrearms. Since 1968, federal law has required licensed firearms dealers to prohibit
handgun sales to purchasers younger than twenty one years. In 1994, a federal law
established eighteen years as the minimum legal age for possessing or purchasing
handguns, including sales by gun owners who are not licensed dealers. Many states have
also adopted laws establishing a minimum legal age for being able to purchase or possess
a firearm (Webster, Vernick, Zeoli, & Manganello, 2004). The Brady Center has been
responsible for the passage of the Brady Bill,requiring a five day waiting period for the
purchase of a firearm (Glatt, 2005). The Brady Center is a strong advocate of Child
Access Prevention (CAP) laws, which emphasizes the responsibilities of parents to either
supervise their children closely and to secure their firearms so that their children (and
others) cannot access them. Under CAP laws, an owner may be held liable for any injury
or death that occurs as a result of a child obtaining a firearm that was improperly stored.
3
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Twenty-seven states and the District of Columbia have CAP laws with those laws
varying from state to state regarding the degree of accountability an adult faces for unsafe
storage of frrearms.
A written analysis by the Legal Community Against Violence (2008) reveals that
the broadest laws impose criminal liability of a misdemeanor in the states of Hawaii,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Jersey, and Texas on persons who negligently
store firearms whenever a child could or does gain access to the firearm, regardless of
whether the child uses the firearm. Chicogo, Cleveland, Los Angeles and New York
require locking devices on some or all firearms. Chicago and Cleveland have local CAP
laws. California requires locking devices on all firearms manufactured, sold or
transferred in the state. Massachusetts requires any handgun and assault weapon sold in
the state to have an approved safety device. Michigan and New York require that all
licensed dealers provide a locking device with all firearms prior to transfer. Connecticut,
Illinois, Maryland, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Rhode Island require dealers to provide
locks with the sale of some or all handguns and certain rifles and shotguns.
Massachusetts and the District of Columbia require that all firearms be stored with a lock
in place. California, Maryland, Massachusetts and New York set standards for locking
devices or maintain a roster of approved locking devices that may be sold in the state.
The age range defining a child varies anywhere from younger than fourteen years up to
eighteen years. Most of the states make exceptions if a firearm is safely stored as
recommended by specific state laws. CAP laws are regulated at the state level (see Table
F-The Child Safery Laws: A Comparative Analysis, pages 5 and 6).
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Table F - The Child Safety Laws
A Comparative Analysis
Firearms and Children
State or Child Access
Prevention
Comments
California X x Requires locking
devices on all firearnrs
nranufactured, sold or
transl'crrcd in the state.
Sets standards for locking
devices/and maintains a
roster of approved Iocking
devices thrt may be sold in
the state.
Colorado x
Conne cticut X x Rcquire dealers to
provide locks with the sale of





Illinois X X Require dealers to
provide locks with the sale of




Maryland X x Set standards for
locking clevices/rnaintain a
rosler of approvctl locking
deviccs that mav be sold in
the state.
Itequire rlcalcrs to provide
Iocks rvith the sale of somc or
all hanrlguns.
Massachusetts x X llcquire all
firearnrs bc stored rvith a
lock in plar:e.
Requires any handgun or
irssault wcapon sold in the
s{ilte to haye an approvcd
sal'ety device.
Set standards for locking
devicr:s/mairrt:rin a rostcr of
irpproved locking devices
that may be sold in the state.
Michigan X Requires licensed
rlealcrs to provide a locking













x x Require dealers to
provide locks with the sale of
all or somc handguns.
Ncw York X Itequires liccnsed
dcalers to provide a locking
tlevice with all firearms prior
to transfer.
Set standards for locking
devices/maintain a roster of
approved locking devices




Pcnnsylvania x Require dealers to
provide locks with the sale of
all or some handguns-and
certain rifles and shotguns.
Rhodc Island X x Require dealers to
provide locks rvith the sale of






District of Clolurnbia x x Itequire all
firearms be stored rvith a
lock in place.
Cify of Chicago x x
City of Clcvcland x x
City of Los Angeles x
City of New York x
Fireanns and Children
Source: Legal Community Against Violcnce 2008, Regulating guns in America: An
cvaluation and comparativc analysis of federal, state and selectcd local gLtn laws.
Note: Twcrrty scvcn statcs and thc District of Columbia have child access prevention
laws. The broadest laws imposc crirninal liability on persons who negligently store firearms
whenever a child could or does gain access to the firearm, regardless of whether the child Llses thc




The purpose of this project is to propose language designed to strengthen the child
access prevention (CAP) laws in Minnesota to address the safe handling and storage of
firearms in the home with children and adolescents through dialogue with key legislators
and interested parties. Currently the statutes in Minnesota related to safe storage and
handling of weapons in the home lack the clarity and strength needed to protect children
and adolescents from injury and death. If the statutes in Minnesota related to child access
prevention and safe storage of firearms in the home are to be effective, they are in need of
clarification and strengthening. The laws in Minnesota currently address this issue
through two separate statutes; neglect or endangerment of a child by firearm access
where a person who intentionally or recklessly causes a child of fourteen years of age to
be placed in a situation likely to substantially harm the child's physical health or cause
the child's death as a result of the child's access to a loaded firearm is guilty of child
endangerment and may be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than one year or to
payment of a fine of not more than $3,000, or both. Neglect or endangerment of a child
by firearm access is a gross misdemeanor in Minnesota and the county attorney must
prove that the defendant's actions were intentional or reckless, rather than merely
negligent.
Minnesota also has a statute on negligent storage of firearms that states a person
who negligently leaves a loaded firearm in a location where the person knows or
reasonably should know that a child under eighteen years of age is likely to gain access,
unless reasonable action is taken to secure the firearm against access by the child. This
7
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statute does not include BB guns or pellet guns that operate with a spring or compressed
gas. Former St. Paul assistant city attomey and author Thomas Weyandt (2008), further
defines that in order for the county attorney to prosecute endangerment it is necessary to
prove that the defendant's actions were intentional or reckless, rather than merely
negligent. The term reckless means a conscious and intentional act which the defendant
knows, or should know, creates an unreasonable risk of harm to another, He points out
that the defendant need not have intended to cause the harm.
The answer to the issue of injury and mortality of children related to gun violence
in our communities is to work with our law makers from a public health perspective to
pass legislation that presents clear and consistent expectations, and standards for safety in
the home regarding the possession and storage of lethal weapons. As a community and
as a society the time is now to take a stand and say NO to gun violence and work with our
state representatives to take action. The research completed for the purposes of this
project includes the impact of gun violence related to unintentional deaths and suicides of
children and adolescents, the associatiorr of gun ownership and storage practices,
Minnesota law on gun storage on how Minnesota compares to the nation as a whole
regarding child access prevention laws, and the cognitive and affective development of
the adolescent brain.
Introduction o.f Nursing Theory
Margaret Newman's (1994) nursing theory of health as expanding consciousness
(HEC) closely relates to the concept of struggles of social justice associated with this
topic. The Theory of Health as Expanding Consciousness (HEC) is based on the
B
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assumption that life is a process of expanding consciousness, and that life of expanding
consciousness is a unitary pattern of information that is inclusive connected-ness with the
wholeness of the universe. Pattern recognition is an essential component of HEC and of
the life process. Newman submits that transformation comes by attending to pattern,
which is based on relationships. This includes the environment and its meaning and
permits a jump from what is seen and heard to the larger context and from the explicit to
the implicit (p. 589).
Newman summarizes Prigogine and Stenger's 1984 writings in her 1984 work,
pointing out that the process of moving to higher levels of consciousness mirrors Roger's
assumptions of increasing complexity that is apparent in living systems. This is supported
by Prigogine's description of dissipative structures. Dissipative strucfures have two
complementary aspects: (1) deterministic behavior based on the average values of the
variables involved and (2) amplification of the fluctuations of the system leading to a
change in structure. A new order appears when a giant fluctuation becomes stabilized by
exchange of energy with the environment (p.37). HEC is applicable to society's role and
response related to gun safety and legislation to protect the fundamental rights of
children; their right to life. When society evolves and reaches a level of shared
consciousness and consensus about the safety of children related to gun storage in the
home changes occur in the gun safety laws to make homes in Minnesota safer for
children.
Change leader, theorist and well-known author Stephan Covey in his latest book
The B't' Habit,,introduces the theory of the most powerful birth gift each person is born
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with- the power to choose. Between stimulus and response there is a space, and in that
space lays one's freedom and power to choose one's response. In those choices lie our
growth and as such our hope of a new order bom of consciousness (2001).
Significance of the Project
The success of health related social movements is associated with the articulation
of a socially credible threat to the public's health, the ability to mobilize a diverse
organizational constituency and the convergence of political opportunities with target
vulnerabilities (Nathanson, 1999). By strengthening the CAP laws in Minnesota, health
care professionals can take an active role in protecting children to prevent unnecessary
i,rJury and death frorn the unsafe storage of firearms and ammunition in homes in our
communities. Research supports that the four practices of keeping a gun locked,
unloaded, storing ammunition locked, and in a separate location are each associated with
a protective effect and suggest a feasible strategy to reduce gun related injuries and
deaths in homes with children and teenagers where glrns are stored (Grossman et al.,
2005). The American Academy of Pediatrics and many more organrzations representing
children and those representing firearm owners, including the National Rifle Association
make recommendations for the storage of firearms and ammunition. Since Congress
allowed the Assault Weapons Ban to expire in 2004 there have been few new laws to
protect children and teens from gun violence. The powerful gun manufacturers and lobby
should not be permitted to derail attempts to improve gun safety laws. Imagine a
Columbine High School massacre every fifteen hours or a Virginia Tech shooting every
four days. This would outrage us, and the public would demand action. Yet on a daily
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basis the equivalent tragedy of eight child or teen deaths occur from firearms and pass
unnoticed often in the silence of our homes and always in the communities where we
live. Dietrich Bonhoeffer, the great Protestant theologian, believed that the test of the
morality of a society is how it treats its children. Our rich nation fails Bonhoeffer's test
every hour of every day as we continue to permit a child to be born into poverty every
thirthy five seconds; to be born without health insurance every forty one seconds; to be
killed by u gun every three hours; to drop out of school every ten seconds of every school
duy; and to be sentenced to the economic and social death of illiteracy by the millions in
our glob alizing world (Wright-Edelman, 2008).
There is a gun violence epidemic in the nation and in Minnesota, draining
resources from the health care system, robbing parents of their children and wasting
valuable human potential. There is a lack of urgency in our nation and our state for
children who are deeply endangered by gun violence and put at risk from neglectful gun
storage practices that destroy or cripple their lives forever. According to the nonprofit
arganrzation Protect Minnesota about 40% of homes across the state have firearms and in
Minnesota, someone dies almost every day from a gunshot wound. Almost every week,
the person who dies is a child or teenager. Gun injuries and deaths are preventable and
avoidable with simple measures. The safe storage of guns in homes not only prevents
children and teens from gaining access to loaded firearms but can prevent guns from
being stolen and used to harm others or from being sold to them, such as teens. Children
have only one childhood, which is now. Gun owner's rights and responsibilities include
the protection of children and teens from gun deaths and injuries.
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Chapter 2 - Review of Literature
Theo re t ica I F oundatio n
The conceptual framework of Margaret J'Jewman's (1994) Health as Expanding
Consciousness (HEC) was utilized for the theoretical foundation of this research. The
framework provides the context for which not only the person-environment can be
viewed as a process of expanding consciousrless but also society as a whole.
Consciousness is defined as the infbnnation of the system and the capacity of the system
to interact with the environment (p. 99). As Newman describes her model people are not
individuals with separate diseases or issues. What impacts one person is part of the
greater whole.
The research for this project started with the death of one individual teenager who
died by suicide by access to a lethal weapon. The impact of gun access laws and the safe
st:rage of guns in the home however impacts all children and teenagers in our society.
Bentov (1978) depicted the evolution of consciousness as ranging from inanimate
objects, like rocks, at the lowest end of the range, to astral and spiritual beings beyond the
human level. Newman was influenced by Martha Rogers (1970) and drew upon the
concepts of pattern and with increases in levels of consciousness; the system forms more
intricate nervous systems, capable of interacting with nature in more complex patterns (p.
34). Pattern recognition in relation to time and space are key to the foundation of this
theory and applicable to the research.
David Walsh (2004), a well known child psychologist documents that the brain
develops in fits and starts, not in an even, uniform way and the five vital developmental
12
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processes of brain development are still not complete until well into puberty (p. 37). This
accounts for emotional control and impulse regulation in adolescents particularly related
to the issue of decision making and access to lethal weapons and suicide.
When issues or a pattern of disease or illness in a community are impacted the
health of the community is concepfualized in terms of changing patterns of energy and it
is reflected in the overall patterns of the community. It is reflected in the businesses and
schools that are open and closed, and at what times of days, and whether or not
movement flows freely through the community. It is also reflected in the governance of
tlre community and those guidelines by which the community functions on a daily basis
that brings order to and provides safety and basic human rights to the people in the
community. Newman's theory (1994), states that the diversity and quality of interaction
within the community and between the coffrmunity and its larger environment are
indicators of the level of consciousness, and thus of the health, of the community (p. 29).
It is possible for the community to move to higher levels of consciousness with the
necessity of disease. Newman (1994) wrote:
Openness allows the energies to pass through. This means that we accept
the experience as our experience regardless of how contrary it is to what
we might have wished would have happened. If we reject the experience,
we reject ourselves and we initiate the process of defending ourselves against
our self (fighting off the offender) and the stress-related physical changes
occur. When we let go of personal control (which we don't have anyway),
life is de-stressed. This does not mean that we do not act, or that we passively
13
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are run over by whatever comes our way. It simply means we accept it and
interact with it as our experience. We recognize that we are one aspect of a
much larger whole that is evolving to a higher order, and learn from the
experience. (pp. 29-30)
Analysis of Peer Reviewed Literature
There is an overwhelming amount of literature to be found on the topic of gun
violence and its many related aspects. Literature reviewed for this project was limited to
unintentional deaths and suicides of children and teens caused by gun violence, safety
policies related to gun handling and storage in the home, and public opinion about gun
policies. The literafure supports the need for public policy defining safe storage of guns
in the home as evidenced by the fatal outcomes that families and communities bare
(Glatt,2005; Grossman, Reay, & Baker, 1999; Johnson, Miller, Vriniotis, Azrael, &.
Hemenway,2006; Miller & Hemenway, 2008; Okoro, Nelson, Mercy, Balluz, Crosby, &
Mokdad,2005; Stennes, Ideda, Leadbetter, Houston, & Sacks , 1999; Webster, Vernick,
Zeoh, &, Manganello, 2004). These studies found that presence of firearms in the home
substantially increases the risk of adolescent suicide and the home is the primary place
where unintentional pediatric firearm injuries take place.
Firearm injuries remain the second leading cause of death for young people age
ten to twenty five years. Gun death rates among young people due to suicide,
unintentional shooting and homicide are far higher in the United States than in other
industrialized nations. Children and youth in the United States die from suicide at twice
the rate of their counter parts in twenty five other industriahzed nations combined as a
1.4
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result of access to lethal weapons in the home. In a study by Johnson et al,. ( 2006) it
was reported that the home is the primary place from which young people obtain flrearms
that are used in unintentional and violent iryuries, as well as a primary setting in which
pediatric firearm injuries, especially suicides take place. Children as young as three and
four years old are strong enough to fire most commercially available handguns
(Naureckas, 1995). Additionally, approximately 9A% of fatal firearm incidents involving
children occur within the home, and 40% of firearm incidents involve a firearm stored in
the room in which many firearm deaths among children and youth eighteen years old and
younger occur in states with the highest proportion of people living in households with
loaded firearms (Okoro et al., 2005).
Public health efforts have been no more effective in Minnesota where in research
reported by senior epidemiologist from the state health department Injury and Violence
Prevention Unit, Jon Roesler (1998), it is reporled that firearms kill more teenagers than
all "natural causes" combined. A 1998 study which provides a epidemiologic description
of fatal and nonfatal firearm injuries in children and adolescents in Minnesota reveals that
85% of firearm victims were male, the largest proportion of firearm injuries were assault-
related (45oA), followed by unintentional (34%), and self-inflicted (15%). Adolescents
aged fifteen to nineteen years accounted for 79% of the injuries.
The Harvard Injury Control Research Center (2004) has found in their research
that suicides in the United States outnumbered homicides almost2 to I in, and of those
incidents 314 occur at home with most (85%) victims who die at the scene and never
make it to the hospital. The Harvard research also included a study of people who nearly
15
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died in a suicide attempt and asked: "How much time passed between the time you
decided to complete suicide and when you actually attempted suicide? "
(p. 5), 24% said less than five minutes and another 47% said an hour or less. The
literafure shows that although some people who die by suicide plan their act carefully,
many don't, Individuals who take their own lives often do so when confronting a severe
but temporary crisis (Seiden, 1971). The fact is many take their lives within twenty four
hours of a crisis, like an argument with family or a relationship break up or a loss of a job
and the research shows that I 13 of youths who died by suicide had faced a crisis within
twenty four hours, according to the police or medical examiner investigation report
(Miller et al., 2008).
The one common theme among all of the literature is that one of the most
powerful risk factors for suicide deaths is the ready availability of highly lethal methods
of guns in the United States. Additionally studies done by the Harvard Control Research
Center have found that a gun in the home increases the risk of suicide for people of all
ages, but particularly for youths and for those with and without psychopathology. Studies
that compare states with high and low gun ownership levels find that where there are
more guns, there are more suicides. Table A, below contrasts the number of suicides by
firearm in states at the extremes in terms of gun prevalence. Comparing the five states
with the highest levels of gun ownership with the five states with the lowest level of gun
ownership, gun suicide rates were 3.8 tirnes higher in the high gun states, and overall
suicide rates were 60 % higher (Miller et al., 2007).
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Suicides in States with the Highest and Lowest






o/o of AdLrlts With A Gun
At Horne




















Source: Miller, Lippman, Azrael & Hernmenway, 20A7 . Journol o/'Trauma. 62 (4). 1029-35.
* WY,SD,AK,WV,MT,AR,MS,IO,ND,AL,KY,WI,LA,TN,UT
* +HI,MA,RI,NJ,CT,NY
Although 85% of firearm suicide attempts are fatal, researchers have found that
9A% of survivors of near lethal suicide attempts do not commit suicide thereafter (Miller
et al .,2A07).
The literature supports safe storage practices, including keeping firearms stored
unloaded, in a locked place, separate from ammunition, anlor secured with an extrinsic
safety device, are shown to be protective for unintentional firearm shootings and suicide
attempts among adolescents and children (Coyne-Beasley, Schoenbach, & Johnson,
2001;Cummings, Grossman, Rivara & Koepsell, 1997; Grossman, Mueller,, Riedy,
Dowd, Villavecces, & Prodzinski et al.,2005; Shuster, Franke, Bastian, Sor, & Halfaon,
2000). National studies have reported that more than ll3 of gun owners keep their
weapons loaded either some or all of the time, approximately half of gun owners keep
them unlocked, and 20% of firearm owning households have a loaded unlocked firearm
17
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in the home. A study by Johnson et al. {2006) revealed that parents of adolescents appear
to be more likely to keep household firearms stored unsafely, especially with regard to
keeping firearms unlocked. Unlike other strategies, safe storage promotion is politically
feasible and relatively inexpensive and can be done at the community level. Although
safe storage and the use of extrinsic safety devices may not confer absolute protection
against misuse of guns, they are supported by child safety experts and American
Academy of Pediatrics (Coyne-Beasley, Shoenbach, &. Johnson,200l). In addition to the
support of safe storage by the American Academy of Pediatrics and many other well
known organtzations the National Rifle Association also recommends storing firearms
unloaded and inaccessible to children. A study by Cummings et al. (1997) reported that
state firearm storage laws, particularly in states that make improper storage a felony, are
associated with lower statewide rates of unintentional firearm-related deaths among
children.
The wide ranging public debate about the appropriate uses of guns in society
frequently overlooks children and adolescents focusing instead on the circumstances
under which adults should have the right to own and use guns. Research found that when
it comes to children and teenagers it is critical to ensure that their safety becomes a
central focus of the public debate on gun policy (Forman , 2002; Glatt, 2005; Reich,
Culross & Behrman,2002; Smith,2002; Webster, Vernick,Zeoli & Mangeanello,2004).
Several firearm policies are intended to limit the access that children and adolescents
have to guns.
One type of law intended to keep firearms from youth are gun safe storage laws,
18
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often referred to as child access prevention (CAP) laws. As of 2001, eighteen states had
some form of CAP law that makes it a crime to store firearms in a manner that allows
thenr to be easily accessed by children and adolescents (Webster et a1.,2004). The
National Opinion Research Center (NORC) at the University of Chicago polls 3,000
Americans biannually regarding their attifudes on social issues and from 1996 to 1999,
NORC also conducted the annual National Gun Policy Survey. The survey asked a
representative sample of 1,200 Americans their view on three types of gun control
polices: general gun control, gun safety, and restriction of criminals' access to guns.
Gun safety consists of polices designed to make guns safer and less accessible to
unauthortzed users such as children. These measures include establishing federal
consumer product safety standards for guns, requesting that guns be child proof, and
requiring gun owners to store their guns safely (that is locked and unloaded). Survey
results show that support for safety related gun control measures is even stronger than
support for measures to regulate the sale of guns. Substantial majorities consistently
support most safety related policies.
As with general gun control measures, women, residents of large cities and their
suburbs, liberals, and Democrats are most likely to support gun safety measures, whereas
men, residents of rural areas, conservatives, and Republicans are least likely to support
them. Support does not vary by income or education, but younger adults are more likely
to support gun safety measures than are people over age fifty (Smith, 2002). According
to survey results the public also supports product safety measures designed to limit youth
access to guns; in 1999, nearly 86% of surey respondents supported requiring that all
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new handguns be designed so they cannot be fired by a young child's small hands. Also
more than 76% believed that owners should be held liable if a gun is not stored properly
and is misused by u child. The public however does not favor banning guns from
households with children. Instead, Americans are more likely to favor measures
requiring the safe and secure storage of guns.
Table B, below summarizes national gun policy survey data by the National
Opinion Research Center. The data reveals the results of the 4,800 Americans surveyed
on their views in the areas of gun control policies, gun safety and restriction of criminals.
The responses to gun safety are included in this paper and reveal strong support for
increased safety standards and laws. Several advocacy groups in Minnesota are in support
of clarifying and/or strengthening the CAP laws in this state and the research
demonstrates that is true across the nation despite mixed data on the effectiveness of CAP
laws. Many gun control advocates view CAP laws as important additions to safe-storage
education and argue that when goverrrment mandates behavior change, people tend to
listen.
A recogntzed researcher in the field of public health and injury prevention, David
Hemenway (2004) states, that scientifrc evidence demonstrates that a substantial number
of murders, suicides, and unintentional firearm fatalities can be prevented with
reasonable gun policies. In his book, Private Guns: Public Health he sites a government
study (U,S. General Accounting Office 1991) of accidental firearm fatalities in ten cities
that concluded that 8% of the deaths could have been prevented by childproof safety
devices (p 33). Hemenway makes the point that given child-resistant packaging of
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aspirin, Tylenol and other prescription medications has prevented hundreds of children




Table B, Support for Gun Safety Measures
Gun Safety Measure 7o in Support
Source: Smith, T.W. 1999 National gun policy survey of the National Opinion Research Center
Research findings, Chicago, IL: NORC, 2000
I . Magazine safetics are devices that prevent a gun from bcing fired if the magazine has be en
rcrnovcd
from the gun.
2.Load indicators are devices that indicate whether guns arc loaded.
3. Personalized guns, or "smart guns", would incorporate fingerprint recognition or other
technology so that only authorized users could fire the guns.
Require federal handgun safety standards 94.r
Federal handgun safety standards even if it makes guns more
expensive
86.3
Require that all new handguns be childproof 8s.6
Gun buyers must take gun safety course 84.7
Require that new handguns have magazine safety' B 1.9
Make manufacturers liable for injuries from defects in guns 79.3
Make owners liable for injuries if gun not stored to prevent misuse
by children
7 6.2
Guns must be stored in a locked box or cabinet 14.1
Guns must be stored unloaded 73.9
Require that all new handguns have load indicator2 73.2
Guns must be stored with a trigger lock 72.8
Current gun owners must take gun safety course 68.3
Require federal safety regulations fbr gun design 66.2
Require that all new l-randguns be personalized3 63.4
Current gun owners who will not take gun safety course should be
required to turn in their guns
49.3
Willing to pay $50 in taxes to enforce personahzed handgun law 34.4
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Discussion of Relevant Health Inequilies
There is no question, the issue of gun violence in America is a health inequity;
however the issue in regards to children and adolescents is at a crucial point and requires
immediate action. There is a moral obligation to children and teenagers for sociefy to
protect them from preventable injury and suicide from firearms. Children and teenagers
are impacted by gun violence from unintentional deaths and suicides in the United States
and in Minnesota on a daily basis. According to the most recent data from the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control (2006),822 children and teens died from suicide and2l2
died in accidental gun related deaths. One hundred and eighty one more children and
teens died from firearms in 2005 than in2004, the first annual increase since 1994. Table
C, presents data from the National Center for Health Statistics on suicides and
unintentional deaths by firearms in Minnesota. The data clearly demonstrates that males,
ages fifteen to nineteen are almost eight times as likely as females that age to commit
suicide with a firearm (2005). Additionally eighteen adolescents, ages frfteen to nineteen
years died in accidental gun related deaths and219 adolescents, ages fifteen to nineteen
died from suicide with firearms in Minnesota from 1995 through 2005. Table D, presents
similar data from the National Center for Health Statistics on suicides and unintentional
deaths by firearms in Minnesota. This data shows ten children, ages zeto to fourteen
years died in accidental gun related deaths and thirty one children, ages zero to fourteen
years died from suicide from a firearm in Minnesota from 1995 through 2005.
ln Minnesota an estimated 19,000 children live in homes in which firearms are
stored unlocked and loaded (Protect Minnesota, 2008). No individual or community is
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immune from death or injury caused by firearms. It happens in the rural areas of Cold
Springs, the metropolitan areas including Minneapolis and St. Paul and their surrounding
suburban communities too. The people of Minnesota have a responsibility to prevent
these injuries and deaths to our most l.ulnerable population, our children.
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Table C, Firearm-related Deaths
Minnesota: Ages 15 to 19
1985 - 2005
Year Accident Suicide Homicide
I 98s a 20 4
1986 42 7
1 987 0 30 J
1 988 26 5
l 989 2 30 4
1990 4 28 I
1991 1J 11LJ 6
t992 0 24 10
l 993 0 l1 18
1994 2 l6 11
r 995 l8 20




r 998 0 19
r 999 I 25 t2
2000 .|./- 21 I
200 1 0 20 10
2002 1 l6 8
2003 0 l8 t5
2404 22 13
2005 0 l8 l4









Table D, Firearm-related Deaths
Minnesota: Age 0 to 14
1985-200s
Year Accident Homicide





1987 2 1J 0
I 988 5
l
r 989 5 5




t992 I I 4
l 993 2 4
1994 3 J
l 995 2 2 2
r 996 I 1
1991 I 2 4
I 998 o J 1




200 I 0 4
2002 0 2
2003 0 1 2
0 2
2005 I 5 2















Development of the Project
The essence of this project is to propose language designed to strengthen the child
access prevention (CAP) laws in Minnesota to address the safe handling and storage of
firearms in the home with children and adolescents. The goal of the project is to reduce
the mortality rates of children and teenagers related to unintentional deaths and suicides
by access of firearms in homes in Minnesota. The steps involved in the process to
achieve the outcomes of this project include:
l. Research of current Minnesota statutes related to child access prevention
(CAP) laws.
2. Comparative research of Minnesota law to national standards of laws regarding
safe handling and storage of firearms.
3. Presentation of national data and Minnesota data on firearm related deaths in the
areas of unintentional deaths and suicide.
4. Data from research results of the cognitive and affective development of
the adolescent brain.
5. Discussion and advocacy with interested parties.
6. Design of language for revised or new legislation of gun storage in the home.
7 . Identification of a State of Minnesota Legislator to sponsor proposed legislation.
8. Seek legislative support and signafures in support of the proposed legislation.
9. Identification of individuals who will testify in support of new legislation,
including families who have experienced losses due to f*rrearm storage and
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handling issues and those who will provide expert testimony i.e.,, child
psychologist, emergency room physician.
Early in the research process distinct categories or themes began to emerge with
the review of the literature. Those themes included; the statutes or laws on safe handling
and storage of firearms, unintentional deaths and suicides of children and teenagers
caused by firearms and the cognitive and affective development of the adolescent brain.
Experts and in the area of the laws on firearms in Minnesota and interested parties in safe
handling and storage were sought out. As part of this project the author met with several
groups in the Minneapolis metropolitan area with initiatives to prevent gun violence. As
part of this project a review of meetiflgs, correspondences and summations of telephone
conferences have been documented and kept in project field notes.
The first meeting on October 15,2008 at Family & Children Services of
Minneapolis was coordinated by Lois Gunderson, Manager for the Initiative for
Violence-Free Families program among her other responsibilities. Lois also included
Suzanne Fust, M.P.H., Ph.D., Executive Director of Protect Minnesota and Citizens for a
Safer Minnesota Education Fund and John Blackstone, P.8., Board Member for Twin
Cities Million Mom March. The meeting served to clarify the roles and initiatives each
organization had for priorities in the community and how this project could potentially
utilize energy and or synergy from existing organtzations with common causes. The City
of Minneapolis objectives are to promote a violence-free society and include: public
service announcements; education about safe disposal of unwanted firearms; safe and
affordable out-of-home storage options (conduct research on communities with public
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and private firearms storage facilities); court supervised disposition of firearms belonging
to violent offenders; and safe and affordable in-home firearm storage options for the
general public (develop a safe storage coalition to include, medical, sporting goods, law
enforcement and civic partners that facilitate the use of lock boxes for handgun storage).
Protect Minnesota supports education on prevention of gun injuries and deaths by
promoting measures that Minnesotans can take to stop gun injuries and deaths, especially
among children and teenagers. The organization also encourages Minnesotans, especially
households with children, to store firearms safely, and Protect Minnesota works to
prevent illegal access to guns by requiring background checks for all gun sales and
transfers, and identify the sources of crime guns and stop the illegal trafficking of guns in
our communities. The third group, Twin Cities Million Moms support sensible gun laws
and unites with the Brady campaign to prevent gun violence through education of the
public regarding safe storage and safe choices and through their legislative watchdog
activities.
The meeting not only provided information and recommendations in regards to
providing referrals for experts in the field of advocacy and law but it also initiated the
process of relationship building with others who share a common cause. One powerful
connection the author made as a result of this initial meeting was learning about a woman
on a similar path. Cathy Crowley, is a mother from Maine who has been attempting to
change the gun laws in her state after Larry, her eighteen year old son took his life with a
firearm. Cathy's story is her journey through the legislative process as she tries to




Barbara Burandt of Burandt Law is a registered nurse and an attorney who
supports legislation for safe storage of firearms in the home with children and
adolescents. For this project, Barbara has provided legal services including, review and
recommended revisions of the draft language for proposed gun storage legislation (see
Appendix A-Child Access Prevention Law Proposal), assistance with the Minnesota
Iegislative process in regards to how laws are passed and revised, and interpretation of
how gun storage laws in Minnesota compare to national standards. Table F, presented on
pages 5 and 6, provides a comparative analysis detailing states and cities in America with
laws in place that protect children and teenagers in regards to safe storage of firearms
demonstrating that although policy makers in Minnesota have made efforts to address
issues related to the safety and firearms the state generally trails behind when compared
to the nation as a whole. The written analysis by Legal Community Against Violence
(2008) provides a benchmark for states to begin to set national standards in developing
laws to protect the public.
In Minnesota the process of a bicameral legislature (2008) requires a bill to pass
through both the Senate and House of Representatives and be signed by the governor to
become law. A bicameral legislature is the practice of having two legislative or
parliamentary chambers such as Minnesota's govefflment, the U.S. Congress and the
British Parliament. The process a bill goes through to become a law are as follows, also
see ( Appendix B-How a Bill Becomes a Law).
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The Process a Bill Goes Through to Become Law
There are 134 House members and sixty seven Senators in Minnesota government
from where are laws are made. A bill is an idea for a new law or an idea to change an
existing Iaw. Ideas come from individuals, consumer groups, professional associations
and government agencies although most often they come from the legislators who are the
ones who can bring an idea forward and move it through the process.
The staff from the Office of the Revisor of Starutes and other offices' work with
legislators inputting the idea for a new law into proper legal.form. The proposed idea or
bill must comply with the rules of the House of Representatives and the Minnesota
Senate before the bill can be introduced.
Each bill must have a legislator to sponsor and introduce it in the Legislature.
That Representative or Senator is the chief author whose name appears on the bill along
with the bill's file number to identify it as it moves through the legislative process. There
may be up to thirty four coauthors from the House and four frorn the Senate. Their names
also appear on the bill.
The chief authors' of the blll introduces it in the House and the Senate, Identical
bills introduced in each body are called companion bills. When the bill is introduced it is
called the first reading. The presiding officer of the House then refers it to an appropriate
House committee for discussion; the same thing happens in the Senate.
The bill is discussed in one or more committees. Committee members recommend
action of approval or disapproval after discussion to the full House and fuIl Senate. The
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House committee then sends a report to the House about its action on the bill; the Senate
committee does likewise in the Senate.
After the full House or Senate accepts the committee report, the bill has its second
reading and is placed on the House agenda called the general register or the Senate
agenda called general orders. Note: A committee can recommend that non-controversial
bills bypass the general register or general orders and go onto the consent calendar, where
bills usually pass without debate.
In the House, the general regisler seryes as a parking lot where bills wait action
by the fuII body. Bills are drawn from the general register to appear on the calendar for
the day or the fiscal calendar. In the Senate, a different procedure is used. Bills are listed
on the general orders agenda. Senate members, acting as the "committee of the whole,"
have a chance to debate the issue and offer amendments on the bill. Afterwards, they vote
to recommend: passage of the bill, progress or delay action, or further committee action.
Sometimes they recommend that a bill not pass and from here, the bill is placed on the
Calendar.
In the House, the calendarfor the day is a list of bills the House Rules and
Legislative Administration Committee has designated for the full House to vote on.
Members can vote to amend the bill, and after amendments are dispensed with, the bill is
given its third reading before the vote of the fulI body is taken. The bills are debated,
amended, and passed in one day. In the Senate, bills approved by the "committee of the
whole" are placed on the calendar. The bill has its third reading, after which time the bill
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cannot be amended unless the entire body agrees to it. A bill needs sixty eight votes to
pass the House and thirty four votes to pass the Senate. If the House and Senate each pass
the same version of the bill, it goes to the governor for a signafure.
Toward the end of the session, the rules committee of the House and the Majority
Leader of the Senate may designate bills from the general orders to receive priority
consideration in their respective bodies. These special orders bills are debated, amended,
and passed in one day.
When the House and Senate versions of the bill are different, they go to a
conference committee. In the House, the speaker appoints three or five representatives,
and in the Senate, the Subcommittee on Committees of the Committee on Rules and
Administration selects the same number of senators to form the committee, The
committee meets to work out differences in the two bills and to reach a compromise.
The conference committee's compromise bill then goes back to the House and the
Senate for another vote. If both bodies pass the bill in this fonn,, it is sent to the governor
for his or her approval or disapproval. Note: lf one or both bodies reject the report, it goes
back to the conference committee for further consideration.
Once the Governor has received the bill, he or she may: sign it, and the bill then
becomes law. The governor may also veto the bill within three days, or allow it to
become law by not signing it. During session, the House and Senate can override a




As this process has demonstrated, there is a significant amount of effort and work
that goes into the idea before it ever arrives at the Capitol doors in St. Paul. One very key
aspect of taking a concept from an idea to be passed as a law is to find a legislator in both
the House and the Senate who will sponsor and author the proposal. Legislators are
interested in supporting the interests of the constifuents they serve, therefore for this
project Senator Geoff Michael ( R ), District 41 and Representative Paul Rosenthal ( D ),
District 418 will be approached to support and author the Child Access Prevention Law
Proposal. Contact and correspondence with the legislators and the legislative assistants'
will be critical to keep lines of communication open and assure that all questions and
concerns are addressed regarding the proposal. Finding common ground and issues that
relate the proposal to areas of interest for the legislators will be helpful in finding support
at the policy level.
The proposal will also nee d support from other legislators of the House and
Senate to be successful to move through the legislative process. This will require
legislative advocacy and action which may include; contacting constituents to write and
call their legislators to advocate for the proposal, enlist the nefwork of advocacy groups
to support the proposal through letter writing and contacts with legislators, and request
victims of gun violence to contact their legislators to support this very important
proposal.
Deaths in America caused by guns include homicides, suicides and unintentional
or accidental firearm fatalities. This project focused on unintentional deaths and suicides
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of children and teenagers caused by firearms. Jon Roesler is a senior epiderniologist for
the Center of Health Promotion at the state department of health and is an expert
resource. Jon's work at the in the department of health is focused on injury and violence
prevention for Minnesota communities. Jon was instrumental in identifying sources for
state and national data,, resource for interpretation of data and state and national trends
related to suicide and unintentional injuries and deaths, and recommendation for journal
sources related to the subject matter. In his role as an epidemiologist, Roesler notes that
comparably suicide is a bigger problem for Minnesota than it is for the rest of the country
as a whole. Statistics show that suicide for teenagers has become the second leading
cause of death in Minnesota, second only to automobile accidents compared nationwide
where suicide is the third leading cause of death for teenagers (CDC, 2001).
The final area identified and researched in completing the review of the literature
was the area of cognitive and affective development of the adolescent brain. Scientists
continue to learn more about how the brain develops over childhood and into adolescence
and young adulthood. As the clinical findings are revealed to the public they will and
should have a significant impact on how social and political policies are shaped to benefit
humanity. Researchers agree that adolescence is a critical time of development. There is a
concentration of changes in the adolescent brain in the prefrontal cortex and together with
the enhanced inter-regional communication between the prefrontal cortex and other brain
regions, they are the key to the regulation of behavior and emotion (Steinberg, 2004).
Also affecting the adolescent at this critical time of development is the influence of
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estrogen and progesterone. Dr. David Walsh (2004) explains that as the brain chemicals
rise and fall they affect mood levels in the impulse control center of the prefrontal cortex.
He compares the adolescent brain to a car with a brand-new, high-powered engine
surging with high octane fuel. When you press lightly on the gas pedal, the car shoots
ahead. It takes almost nothing to accelerate, but this same fast car has brakes that were
designed for a bicycle; they barely slow the car. Better brakes won't arrive for a few
years. Adolescent brains get the gas before the brakes. Puberty gives adolescents a body
that looks like an adult's and a brain that is prone to wild fluctuations and powerful
surges. It is widely accepted that brain science is shedding light into our understanding
of how children's brains grow and develop over time. Contrary to long-standing belief,
the adolescent brain is not a finished product and as research is showing continues with
development into the first two decades of life (Ernst & Mueller, 2008). This research not
only explains a lot about the baffling behavior of teenagers but also reminds us once
again of the true miracle of life. As parents, grandparents, aunts and uncles it is a
stunning reminder that the bright, young people we see on a day to day basis may
certainly have all the trimmings of men and women, however as research continues to
demonstrate they are still children in many ways. We must keep our children safe.
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Chapter 4 - Evaluation and Findings
Criteria for success
Public health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being with
goals for the prevention of disease and promotion of health through the organized efforts
and informed choices of society, organizations, public and private, communities and
individuals (2002). As Dr. David Hemenway points out, considering that each year tens
of thousands of Americans die from gunshot wounds, the reduction of firearm injuries
and the reduction of the accompanying dread and fear of firearm violence is clearly
within the purview of public health (2004).
Ultimately, the criteria for long term success of this project will be consistent with
the purpose of the project and will consist of; a) the design of language to strengthen the
child access prevention (CAP) laws in Minnesota to address the safe handling and storage
of fireanns in the home with children and adolescents, b) identification of and dialogue
with a legislator to sponsor and introduce and author the proposed language (bill) in the
Legislature regarding safe storage of firearms, c) dialogue and advocacy with key
legislators and interested parties regarding unintentional deaths and suicides of children
and adolescents by firearms and, d) the reduction of unintentional deaths and suicides of
children and adolescents by firearms through continued advoeaey and increased public
education and awareness of the issue.
Description of evaluation process
The evaluation process for the proposed language designed to strengthen the child
accessprevention (CAP) laws includes several layers of review. The initial review of the
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proposed language has been completed by Barbara Burandt of Burandt Law Offices. The
second step in the evaluation process will occur as a legislator is identified to author and
sponsor the bill and the language is presented to him or her. At tlrat time he or she may
have recommendations for changes or improvements in the proposed language. There
are several additional opportunities for changes in the language of the proposed language
when the bill reaches the step in the process of getting the committee level at the full
House or full Senate and continue on in the legislative process.
There is also an evaluation process in the project of measuring the success of
advocacy and dialogue with interested parties and key legislators regarding the issue of
firearms and children as a public health issue. Dr. David Hemmenway sites that in the
United States, gun violence is a modern day public health epidernic. Preventing gun
violence requires not only individual (e.g., parental) accountability but also collective
responsibility. Generating support for collective efforts to reduce gun violence is a
cutrent challenge for public health (2004). Efforts to reduce American injuries and
deaths by firearm violence is often met by opposition fiom product manufacturers.
Hemmenway (2004) notes that the public health community recognizes that advocacy,
based on sound scientific evidence, is essential for securing gains in social justice as well
as health, well being, and quality of life.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the advocacy and dialogr-re aspects of this project
the results of meetings, telephone contacts and conversations and correspondences have
been documetrted in field notes. It will also be important to track the number of contacts
and monitor for increasing interest and support. Ongoing evaluation will ultimately be
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measured in terms of public awareness and social justice in regards to changes in public
policy and the adaption by the communities we live in, of primary and secondary
prevention measures. Exarnples of options to reduce or prevent firearm injuries may
include those recommended by Haddon (1970);
Primary Prevention (pre injury or pre event phase)
1 . Prevent the initial creation of the hazard
a, Require background checks before gun purchase
b. Prohibit manufacture of certain types of firearms (e.g., plastic firearms)
2. Reduce the amount of hazard created
a. Encourage police to use less lethal weapons
b. Prohibit manufacture of certain types of ammunition
3. Prevent the release of ahazard that already exists
a. Store firearms in locked boxes
b. Ban firearms from bars
c. Incarcerate firearm offenders
Secondary Prevention (injury or event phase)
1. Modify the rate of release of the bullet or spatial distribution/spread of the
bullet spray to reduce the hazard
a. Require registration of firearms
b. Improve gun tracing through better firearm labeling
2. Separate, in time or space, the hazard from persons to be protected
a. Require waiting periods for frrearm purchases
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a. Install weapons detectors in some stadiums, high schools
b. Arrest batterers; confiscate their firearms
3. Interpose a barrier between the hazard and person to be protected
a. Provide bulletproof vests for police
b. Offer bulletproof barriers for convenience store clerks, taxi drivers
4. Modify contact surfaces and structures to reduce injury
a. Redesign bullets to reduce injury severity
b. Redesign firearms to reduce rate of fire, muzzle velocity
5. Strengthen the resistance of persons who might be injured
a. Provide training and counseling for persons with repeated
victimizations
b. Train people in nonlethal means of self-defense
c. Promote nonlethal measures for self-defense, home security
Findings and discussion
This project will serve no purpose for society if more initiatives are not added to
contribute to the reduction of the number of children and adolescents who die from gun
violence in Minnesota. Data reveals that in Minnesota we can do better at keeping our
children safe when it comes to gun violence. The Brady Campaign to Prevent Violence
ranked Minnesota twenty third out of fifty states in strength of gun laws in their latest
ranking of states (2007). Study after study has shown that public policy can and does
make a difference in saving lives when it comes to injuries and deaths caused by
firearms, particularly those of unintentional deaths and suicides of children and teenagers.
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Many cross sectional studies find that strict gun control laws are significantly associated
with lower levels of suicide (Boor & Bair 1990; Lester & Murrell 1982, 1986; Medoff &
Magaddino 1983; Yang & Lester 1991). Other researchers note, that careful studies have
been conducted, and a review of the empirical literature of the past thirty years of the
effect of gun control laws on suicide shows a strong and significant effect (Miller &
Hemmenwoy, 1999). Cross sectional sfudies find suicide rates in I 970 (Medoff &
Magaddino, 1983), 1980 (Yang & Lester,l99l), and 1985 (Boor &.Batr,l990) were
significantly lower in those U.S. states with stricter gun control laws.
The goals of this project have been fulfilled by completing the design of the
language to strengthen the child access prevention (CAP) laws in Minnesota.
Government Relations Director and Attorney/Public Health Nurse, Barbara Burandt
(2008) has reviewed the new language for the Child Access Prevention Law Proposal,
and supports framing this legislation in the public health context to help keep the focus
positive as opposed to being punitive from a criminal law perspective. There are many
next steps to continue the process to move this idea of a new Child Access Prevention
Law along the path of actually becoming a bill in Minnesota. Most of all, it is crucial that
people in Minnesota understand what is happening to our children and teenagers and how
everyday they are being injured and their lives are being taken by gun violence in our
communities. The idea for this project was born when one seventeen year old boy, from
one middle class family in one Minnesota metropolitan suburb died by suicide from a
firearm on January I I ,2007 (See Appendix D-The Benz Farnily). Losing a child to gun
violence not only impacts a family, it impacts those in the community and ultimately all
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of society. The United States is now at the cusp of change with President elect Barack
Obama soon to take office. The time is right for Americans to unite and say NO to gun
violence in every community across this nation.
ln meetings with approximately eighteen people and organizations it was noted
that many of the people and groups had a strong sense of cohesiveness and common
goals of what is right and what is wrong when it comes to firearms. One observation that
was clear at every encounter was the perception of an attitude of us versus them with
many of the individuals and groups related to the National Rifle Association and the gun
manufacfurers. Throughout this project it was a challenge at times, yet most beneficial to
remain open to receiving whatever information any person or group had to offer on the
topic of gun violence and understand the information that anyone was offering was
coming from that person's frame of reference or their lived experience. The stories and
perceptions of others were difficult to listen to at times, yet contributed greatly to this
project.
Every person or organrzatton was very willing to share resources, data, contact
information and to assist in this research for the purposes of battling gun violence and the
affects it has on our children, our families and society. The goal of this project in many
cases was clearly aligned with the goals of the individual or organtzational mission. The
success of this project will be primarily bringing people together to focus on an approach
of how to improve the health of the public (children, teenagers and all who are affected





To make a difference in all of our communities and stop the increasing impact
gun violence has on all of society it will take efforts in all arenas. This work will continue
on and join efforts of others in addressing the growing issue of gun violence in our
communities. Health professionals in Minnesota need to consider taking action in any of
these listed initiatives already in place to make a difference in their community:
1. Steps to Prevent Firearm Injury in the Home (STOP 2) is a program that was
launched by the Brady Center in 1998 to provide health care workers the tools
they need to talk to patients and families about the dangers of keeping a gun in the
home, The key concept is to assist the user in incorporating gun violence
prevention in their routine injury prevention counseling.
2. Sign the resolution at www.protectmn.org and join your voice with other
or5afitzations and individuals on gun violence.
3- Seek out others to join the work for legislative reform for safe storage of firearms
in the homes of children and adolescents and work collaboratively on all efforts of
gun violence. Organizations to consider are; Protect Minnesota, Citizens for a
Safer Minnesota, The Minnesota Nurses Association, The Brady Campaign
Against Gun Violence, The Millions Mom March, Legal Community Against





As nurses we are called to help others along their journey in life. Every nurse will
need to deterrnine how his or her contribution will not only help with their individual
growth and the promotion of the profession of nursing but also reflect on what impact,
we've made on society. Nurses have an opportunity to be the leaders in regards to public
policy and social change in our country, this state and most of all in our own
communities to make a difference in the lives of people. At the end of the day, we should
know that we are leaving our communities' and the world we live in a better and safer
place for those who come after behind us. Margaret Newman (1994) with her theory of
HEC reminds us that as nurses we have the ability to intervene at opportune moments.
Nursing intervention often occurs at a time of chaos when people are in situations they do
not know how to handle. The nurse and patient enter into a partnership, trusting that in
the process of its unfolding, both will emerge at a higher level of consciousness
(Newrnan, 1986). Pattern recognition occurs when the nurse gains insight into his or her
own pattern and then the pattern of those with whom he or she is interacting. Pattern
recognition and subsequent action constitute the transformative moment and is exactly
what brings about social change in society.
Roesler (1991) reminds nurses of the important role they have in the public health
arena in regards to prevention of suicide of children and adolescents by firearms. He
advocates for public health nurses to utilize the nationally recognized Home Safety
Checklist developed by the lnjury and Violence Prevention Unit at the Minnesota
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Department of Health when making home visits. The check list includes an in home
assessment of the storage of firearms, medicines, and cleaning supplies. Use of the
checklist, along with education and immediate, no cost provision of a simple and
inexpensive cabinet, drawer, and gun trigger lock can make the home a safer environment
and reduce the risk of child suicide. Although the idea of having public health nurses
provide education and intervention related to child safety is excellent as nurses are seen
as a trusted profession in society, many nurses were resistant to participate in the project.
This is a striking example of the potential nurses have to influence others and have their
voice heard. [t is also a sad example of how quickly the potential can slip away and life
moves on.
Although, the process from developing an idea into a bill and getting it passed
through legislation is indeed long and detailed it is has been helpful to remember that
many of the laws in our state and our nation were born of ideas from families just like
yours and mine. Recently on May 16, 2008 Govener Tim Pawlenty signed into law the
Abigail Taylor Pool Safefy Act which was legislation motivated by the family of Abigail
to prevent the tragedy of another child's death from drain entrapment. A well known
national example, is the Amber Alert which is a child abduction alert system issued to the
general public through the media when police confirm that a child has been abducted or
missing. The system, AMBER is named for nine year old Amber Hagerman who was
abducted and murdered in Arlington, Texas in 1996 and stands for America's Missing:
Broadcasting Emergency Response. The response system is used throughout the United
States and Canada in preventing abductions and saving lives.
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The journey this idea will take to become a law is just beginning and the path it
will take is unknown to us, however there is no doubt the long road ahead will be one
filled with advenfures of meeting new and exciting people along the way and
opporfunities for learning, growth and peace. Finally, wherever the future leads we will
always remember the reason for the journey and in so doing remember Christopher David
Benz and all whose lives have been touched by gun violence:
Gates o.f'Prayer
At the rising of the sun and its going down; We remember
In the blowing of the wind and in the chill of winter; We remember
In the opening of the buds and in the rebirth of spring; We remember
In the rustling of the leaves and in the beauty of autumn; We remember
In the beginning of the year and when it ends; We remember
When we are weary and in need of strength; We remember
When we are lost and sick at heart; We remember
When we have moments of meaning we yearn to share; We remember
So long as we live they too shall live,
for they are now aparl of us as we will always remember them.
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Appendix C - The Benz Family
Jarecl, Brian, Janet and Chris who died fl'orn sLricide by a hreann at age l7
c-1
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